Let us help Accelerate your Cloud strategy

Speed up time-to-value
– unleash the full innovative power of Cloud computing
Struggling to maximize the use of Microsoft Azure and transition to DevOps?
We can get you there faster with a hands-on approach!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Accelerate Cloud development, migration and operations
Facilitate building DevOps enabled software organizations
Establish Modern Data Platform and Analytics capabilities
Boosting new tech with IoT, AI and Blockchain capabilities
Test Driven Development and Automation done right
Establish Cloud Center of Excellence capabilities

Efficiently bring new
digital concepts to
market faster.

We are dedicated Microsoft Azure experts
– with a track record and a toolbox to prove it.
We bring innovative solutions to the cloud when time to market
is of the essence. We’re best at what we do, and in the process,
cut development time from months to weeks. As a result,
customers can successfully adapt and innovate faster.

Successful Cloud adaptation requires the
orchestration of many new competencies
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•

Speed up cloud transformation by
engaging with our skilled consultants.

•

Simplify building and testing applications
with our toolbox and re-usable technical
components.

•

Leap-frog development by engaging our
delivery organization.

•

Outsource solution design, development,
delivery and operations to our DevOps
teams.
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Our Goal is Simple: Deliver Better Value Faster
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Cut down TCO for your
development.

We engage hands-on with
knowledge transfer as a goal

Public/Private
/Hybrid
Develop-

Build & deploy with
quality, precision and
accuracy.

Make the most of Azure & Azure DevOps

CADD is an open platform on top of AZURE.Reduces Time-To-Value with
Cloud Computing, DevOps & Test Driven Development (TDD).

•

•
•
•

Helps developers employ standardized DevOps
development methods.
Implements all necessary guardrails and governance
processes.
Supplies off-the-shelf, reusable architecture components
Tools for automating tests, deployments, and setups
Builds an efficient Microservices Architecture

•

Assures high-quality delivery

•

Build Project
Ready

Bring New Digital Concepts to
market with lightning speed.
Turn your IT organization around
to work “The DevOps way”.
Realize unprecedented software
quality.
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Cloud Center of Excellence Enabler
•
•
•

The cornerstone toolbox in any Cloud Center of Excellence
initiative.
Fully compliant with the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework
Leverages years of expertise building on top of the Azure Cloud

IoT Case Story: CADD in airports
SITA, the world’s leading specialist in air transport communication and
information technology, has selected cVation’s CADD platform as the strategic partner for their global Cloud initiatives for Airport Self Service Kiosks.
CADD will help accelerate SITA’s cloud application development and the
management of IoT devices in airports around the world, and help SITA
deploy and manage their cloud services in data centers worldwide.

cVation has pioneered Azure technologies and packaged proven solution accelerator components,
to help projects get off the ground quickly and realize business value immediately.
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